The sex-factor-dependent exclusion of coli virus T7.
The cause of T7 exclusion by the F episome was investigated. Extracts from neither normal nor infected F+ cells contained an inhibitor of gene expression in vitro. The protein synthesizing systems prepared in vitro from these cells supported T7 early and late protein synthesis with normal efficiency. The content of translational initiation factors in F- and F+ cells, both noninfected and infected, was almost identical. The episome-dependent block of T7 gene expression was observed only in intact cells and detailed kinetics of gene expression in vivo revealed a stop of all transcription and translation at or just before 11 min after T7 infection. The mechanism of F+-dependent T7 exclusion involves both episomal and viral gene products. The data indicate that a T7-induced membrane alteration of the F+ cell membrane leads to cessation of T7 development as well as to the death of the host cell ('suicide').